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Education
Sharif University of Technology Tehran
M.Sc in Software Engineering - 1st rank university of technology in Iran, 17.71/20 2017–2019
University of Tehran Tehran
B.Sc in Software Engineering - 1st rank university in Iran, 18.63/20 2013–2017
Shahid Ezhei High School (NODET) Isfahan
Diploma in Mathematics and Physics Discipline, 19.10/20 2009–2013

Professional Experience
Vice President of Engineering iToll.ir

2020-now
{ iToll.ir is a website handling payments related to cars, such as toll payment, car insurance, etc.

I’m managing a team of 15 developers, also I’m constantly communicating with product
manager, business development team and CEO in order to keep technical team aligned with
needs of business. I also supervise technical team members and help them find their career path
I usually take part in technical interviews with applicants.
I take part in hands-on development in case of emergency or tasks that need more experience
and accuracy.

Technical Consultant Radar361.com
2018-2020

-{ Radar361.com is a meta search engine for hotels and other accommodations,
At Radar361, I’ve managed a team of 4 developers and leaded them towards solving challenges
of the product.
The main challenge in this product was maintaining a list of thousands of hotels and hotel
rooms, each consisting of many prices for each day in calendar.

Chief Technology Officer MrBilit.com
2018-2020

-{ MrBilit.com is one of the main players in online travel agency market.
The main job of MrBilit.com is selling tickets to thousands of customers and the biggest
challenge of this product is handling a large volume of transactions, visitors and maintaining
and updating list of all the flights, buses and trains.
At Mrbilit I’ve managed a team of 5 developers and also I’ve contributed in developing backend,
frontend and server management when needed.

Senior Full stack Developer MrBilit.com
2015-2018

mailto:r22009@gmail.com


At this period I have developed most parts of MrBilit.com as one of two developers in the initial
team.
I also did performance optimizations in database, and designed an architecture for the services
used in this product.

Senior Full stack Developer AirplaneTicket.ir
2015-2018

-{{ AirplaneTicket.ir was the first website who issued flights tickets online.
We started this job by reverse engineering travel agency software and rewriting them in web
frameworks.

Software Developer AtighGasht Co
2013-2015

-{ At this time I started my first professional experience in software development, and we have
launched a website for showing flight tickets to customers.

Honors and Awards
-{ Exempt from M.Sc university exam due to high GPA in B.Sc
{ Member of Iranian National Elites foundation
{ 1st rank among graduated students in University of Tehran
{ Ranked 405 among 50,000 participants in university entrance exam
{ Study in National Organization for Development of Exceptional Talents (NODET)

Technical Skills
{ Software Architecture
{ Database Performance Optimization
{ Windows/Linux Server Management
{ PHP/CakePHP/Laravel
{ ASP.net Core/WebAPI/MVC
{ NuxtJS/VueJS/JQuery/Html/CSS/JS
{ C Sharp/Java/C++

Volunteer Experience
{ Head of development team, ACM student chapter, University of Tehran, 2017

Soft Skills
{ Team work
{ Adaptability
{ Problem solving
{ Detail orientation

Hobbies
{ Travelling
{ Going to cafe
{ Hiking
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